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It wasn’t until
18772 that
Congress
allocated the first
money to
experiment with
new heavier guuns.

WEAPONS DEVELOPMENT
Military weapons from the colonial days up to the
beginning of the Civil War consisted mostly of muskets and
cannons. These weapons fired after loading balls in the muzzle
of the gun. While effective for their time period, their range was
short and not accurate. Big changes began in weaponry in the
middle of the 19th century. Three main changes to guns came
that are still used today. First, the barrel of the gun changed
from smoothbore to rifled. Rifling is the grooves inside the
barrel of a gun which causes a projectile to spin which in turn
makes it more accurate. To become more accurate, the
projectile shape changed from that of a sphere to a cylindrospherical shape like today’s bullet. The third important change
was the loading of these weapons. Instead of loading the guns
through the muzzle, the breech end of the gun was opened to
allow for quicker and safer reloading.
All three of these advancements found themselves used
and proved on the battlefields of the Civil War. America was not
alone in this weapons progress however. European powers
were making similar advancements. Many countries had
recent wars on the continent and they were testing more and
more weapons and equipment.
Many of these new improvements to heavy cannons were
utilized during the Civil War. It was then that the military saw
that a rifled cannon was able to pulverize the fortifications of
the time. Harbor defense fortification in the U.S. of the third
system were constructed of granite and brick and built near
the water at all major ports in the United States. Many of these
forts were star shaped in design so that cannons could fire
from many angles at the enemy. Fort Sumter, in Charleston
harbor, was reduced to rubble because the newer rifled
cannons were much more accurate and advanced than the
smoothbore cannons that had been the standard weaponry on
land and sea.
Following the end of the Civil War in 1865, the government,
tired of war, took several years to look into fixing the country’s
defenses. It wasn’t until 1872 that Congress allocated the first
money to experiment with new heavier guns. These guns
would need new carriages and batteries to hold them. The U.S.
Army had an ordnance board convene in June of 1874 to test
both muzzle loaders and breech loaders. Muzzle loading was
the way of the past, and breech loading was the way of the
future, but the board wanted to be convinced through
experiment.
The Ordnance Board’s idea was to use the existing
stockpile of 10-inch Rodman guns that were left over from the
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1857 map of the terrain of
Sandy Hook, New Jersey,
including the star-shaped fort
at lower left.

Civil War and convert them into 8-inch rifled guns. The 10-inch
Rodman was a smoothbore muzzle loading weapon, so a rifled
tube needed to be created and inserted into each gun.
Now that the work to be completed was decided upon, the
Ordnance Department needed to find a place to complete this
task. In 1874, the only place that was existing and available to
them was Fort Monroe, Virginia. The problem with this location
was that Fort Monroe was an active artillery post. The range at
this location was very short at only had 1,000 yards. The
interfering artillery activities would only hamper the Ordnance
Department work. The War Department decided to find a new
location.
Chief of Ordnance, General Dyer, was tasked with the duty
to find a suitable location to be “purchased at small cost.” The
Ordnance Board made a series of recommendations for this
ideal site that included that the new location be level, be easily
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gun, c. 1900

accessible, not contain highways or waterways, be
uninhabited and remote enough to not cause damage to
people or property. They wanted a location that was seven or
eight miles in length by a half mile in width. The Ordnance
Board wanted it easily accessible to the arsenals that were
located near the Atlantic Ocean.
The Board narrowed the choices down to Long Island, New
York, and the New Jersey shore. Their first choice was Point
Pleasant, New Jersey, but it was privately owned. Sandy Hook,
New Jersey, was already owned by the federal government and
being managed by the Army Corps of Engineers. It was a six
mile long peninsula jutting into New York Harbor. The length
was shorter than the board had wanted, but the peninsula also
had an existing railroad. While most of its requirements were
met and the cost being free, the Ordnance Board asked the
Corps of Engineers to use the peninsula. The Corps had been
building a granite fort on the peninsula for the third system of
forts for many years. Construction had been halted due to the
obsolescence of the structure. The U.S. Army Ordnance
Department had found a home for its proving ground.
SANDY HOOK IS SELECTED
Thunder of a different kind rained down
from Sandy Hook’s northern beach for the
first time on October 24, 1874. This was the
first of hundreds of thousands of shots that
would ring out on the peninsula over the next
45 years. In this first testing, a 10-inch
Rodman gun converted into an 8-inch rifled
gun with a wrought iron tube was fired. It took
the firing of 700 rounds in the next few
months to deem the gun a success.
The first proof battery was used from
1874 to 1901. This was located on the north
eastern tip of the peninsula. It originally
contained wooden platforms. In 1881,
concrete platforms were constructed as well as permanent
data collecting stations for velocity and range.
THE ENDICOTT SYSTEM
The War Department needed to decide what they wanted
for the next type of defense against foreign enemies. Both
friend and foe in Europe were developing better and more
powerful weapons. William Endicott, Grover Cleveland’s
Secretary of War, created a board in 1885 that was afterwards
referred to as the Endicott Board. This Board developed the
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First proof battery c. 1880

Soldiers posing with the
destruction caused by one of
the guns, 1912

system of coastal defense that
was passed into law in 1888.
This system used land based
forts that were cheaper to
build than having a large navy.
So began a new era in defense
with new weapons and new
types of material.
This system rearmed all
seacoast defenses in the
United States in time for the
Spanish
American
War.
Originally ordered for 26
harbor entrances in the U.S.,
many of these forts were still
in use during World War II.
These defenses used new
materials such as concrete
and steel.
,
SANDY HOOK S TESTING
INCREASES
The rearming of America’s
defenses consisted of building
and testing 12, 10, 8, and 6inch rifled guns as well as 12inch mortars. New funds were
released at arsenals for the
production of the weapons.
Once completed, the weapons
were then shipped to Sandy
Hook for testing or “proving.”
This would create a major
expense for the Army as each
shell used in testing cost $100.
Each proving of any one gun
cost $5,000 for artillery. New carriages had to be
manufactured for each of these new rifled guns. Smokeless
powder and the equipment needed to operate and maintain all
of these new weapons needed to be tested. All of the new
weapons created for the Endicott system of defenses and its
successor, known as the Taft system, were tested and proved
at Sandy Hook.
The Army tested and proved both European and American
materials such as steel and gunpowder. As the Army started
moving to American manufacturing, companies such as
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1890 map showing Proving
Ground buildings, the outline
of the old fort, lighthouses
(north and west beacon), life
saving stations and telegraph
buildings. This is 5 years
prior to Fort Hancock's
creation.

Bethlehem Iron Works and
DuPont
became
major
contractors of weapons and
powder. Army Arsenals such
as Watervliet produced many
weapons as well. Watervliet
became the arsenal tasked
with production of heavy guns.
In addition to testing for the
nation’s coastal defenses, the
Army Field Artillery used the
Sandy Hook Proving Ground
as its testing location in both
the Spanish-American War
and World War I. This testing
took
place
on
Gatlin
guns, powders, explosives,
propellants, and fuses.
The testing not only proved
that the guns were fit for
service but they also tested
the projectiles, fuses, and how
fast the guns could be fired.
Breech loading 8, 10, 12-inch
rifled guns were being
delivered to coast artillery
posts beginning in 1895 at places like Fort Hancock, Fort Mott,
Fort Wadsworth, and Fort Howard. The guns were either
shipped out by boat or by railroad car.
In 1890, the Sandy Hook Proving Ground became its own
post and it was no longer under the control of the Ordnance
Board president. With this designation some new construction
occurred such as building of concrete gun platforms, new
equipment purchased and an 80 ton gantry installed in 1892.
Fire had destroyed many frame structures over the years
and as replacements were built some improvements were
included in them. In 1891–2 the replacement instrument
house was constructed with no plaster in the walls because
the big gun shock waves would crack them. The building
instead had pine floors, walls, and ceilings, and was equipped
with chronographs, a velocimeter, galvanometers, densimeter,
weighing scales, and a set of gauges for determining the
pressure of powder in the gun. The chronographs were
connected to the firing batteries to determine velocities of the
guns.
In 1893, the Sandy Hook Proving Ground purchased six
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Gun being transferred at the
wharf onto a railcar.

miles of railroad track because expanding operations allowed
for more materials to be transported at a cheaper rate. This
allowed the Ordnance Department to transfer goods from the
Central Railroad of New Jersey track that ended just outside
the Sandy Hook peninsula in Highland Beach to the Army
track. A trestle about 5 or 6 feet above the sand was built
where the peninsula narrowed to protect the tracks. Captain
Heath bought a Baldwin locomotive in 1894.
SANDY HOOK SHARES PENINSULA WITH THE
ARTILLERY CORPS
In 1895, Fort Hancock was established on Sandy Hook as a
Coastal Artillery Post. In 1896, Fort Hancock had its first target
practice with the new 12-inch guns of the Endicott system at
Battery Potter. This gun battery was a short walk away from
the proof battery where its guns were proved. When war was
declared with Spain in 1898, Sandy Hook Proving Ground post
commander, Captain Heath, offered his soldiers to Fort
Hancock to assist with the artillery. Fort Hancock’s
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Postcard showing the 16-inch
“largest gun ever built.”

Gun park

commanding officer assigned them to 10-inch battery 2, later
renamed Battery Granger.
In 1900, the Proof Battery was relocated 900 feet southeast
of the old one to make way for the construction of gun
batteries by Fort Hancock.
The old proof battery was in
the way of this construction
effort. In 1901, the new
Proof
Battery
was
completed.
Shortly
thereafter, a new gun park
was competed where the
gun barrels rested on
concrete skids while waiting
their testing. In March of
1903, Secretary of War Root
approved Sandy Hook
Proving Ground as a
permanent
installation.
Some famous guns tested
here was the 16-inch
“largest gun ever built” in
1903 and in 1910 the 14inch guns that went to Fort Drum in the Philippines.
LIFE ON POST
When established in 1874,
Sandy Hook was a remote place
home only to lighthouse keepers,
life-saving service surfmen,
telegraph operators, and a small
group of soldiers of the engineers
and signal corps. Soon, the
peninsula has a growth spurt of
buildings for the Ordnance
Department. They constructed
Sandy
Hook’s
first
brick
building—referred to as the “Brick
House” by the inhabitants—which
is the oldest building on Sandy
Hook. Completed in 1879, it was
officially the Officers’ Quarters.
When visiting, the Ordnance Board stayed there in addition to
being a barracks for the officers. In time, the structure was
expanded with a large dining room and servants’ quarters.
It was not until 1886, that enlisted men were assigned to
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“The Brick House”

Interior dining room

Interior officers’ dining room

the Sandy Hook Proving Ground. While
officers headed the work, most of it was
completed by civilian mechanics and
laborers. Workers were hired from New
York City and transported by ship from
the Battery at the southern tip of
Manhattan. The first soldiers were
brought in because Congress approved
no more funds to pay the civilians
workers. They were temporarily housed
in engineer’s barracks. A new frame
ordnance barracks was constructed in
1892 to sleep 80 men. By 1893, there
were 62 military personnel.
Because
of
all
the
new
construction and testing, the United
States Life Saving Service needed to
relocate it station from the ocean beach
to the bayside, where the US Coast
Station is today. In addition, both the
Postal Telegraph and the Western Union
towers were both moved in the same
general area as the Life Saving Station.
In 1897, electric lighting by way of a
power plant came to Sandy Hook. This
eventually also powered the proving
ground and Fort Hancock’s buildings. In
1901, a hot water heating system was
installed in the Officers’ Quarters as well
as the barracks. The “brick house” was
given upgraded plumbing as well as
changing the ceiling to tin. This became
a common material in most building on
the post as well as Fort Hancock
because it was more pliable and did not
crack and fall during the constant
weapons testing just a short distance
away.
By 1900, the proving ground had 89
enlisted, 9 officers and 150–250
civilians. According to the 1900 census
records for the Sandy Hook Proving
Ground, there were 298 civilians in the
post. These civilian employees consisted
of clerks, blacksmiths, machinists,
engineers, carpenters, laborers, firemen,
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General Store

Western Union, marine
observatory, and life saving
service, c. 1910. All these
structures were moved to the
west side of the Hook to be out
of the way of Proving Ground
operations.

foremen, tinsmiths, and
cement finishers, along
with some dependents. In
addition, to those employed
by the proving ground there
was a postmaster and mail
carrier, one Catholic priest
assigned to St. Mary’s
Chapel and one clergy
member
of
unknown
religion, lighthouse keepers,
a crew at the life-saving
station, marine observers,
telegraph
operators,
grocery store owner and
employees, a boarding
house with a cook, baker
and waiters and two bar
keeps as well as their
dependents.
An important facility
was completed in 1903 and became known
as the Chemical and Electrical Lab. Testing
and education occurred in here as it became
the location of the Ordnance School of
Application from 1903– 1917. This building,
later designated as #109, was used as the
Fort Hancock School after the proving ground
left. It sits at the entrance of the Coast Guard
Station.
Between 1903 and 1909 many new brick
buildings were constructed as there was a
need to replace older frame structures. In
1905, for instance, a fire destroyed all the
wooden workshops and power plant. Brick
buildings replaced these and were
considered fireproof. With the status changed to a permanent
facility in 1903, the brick buildings became a reality. The largest
of the new brick buildings was completed in 1909. Known
today as Building 102 it was a barracks for 100 men with 5
squad rooms and a mess hall.
TRANSPORTATION
On May 1, 1901, the Sandy Hook Proving Ground Railroad
purchased three passenger cars and began providing daily
service to Highland Beach. This was an important step for the
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Cantonment, c. 1915. in back
center are the red brick shops
constructed in 1907 still
standing.

The railroad engine and
passenger cars transported
workers, school children and
families on a daily basis.

facility to be able to hire a large
civilian force of workers without
having to provide housing. It
averaged 180 passengers a day and
included not only the daily workers,
but dependents going into town to
shop or high school students
attending school. It in first year of
operation 50,000 to 60,000 people
were transported.
Before railroad transportation
made its mark on Sandy Hook, most
people went by boat to New York
City. From May 1877 to the closing
the Sandy Hook Proving Ground the steamship Ordnance
transported military and civilians to the Manhattan Battery.
Twenty two thousand passengers travelled on the Ordnance in
first year.

By 1910, Fort Hancock had become a larger installation
than the proving ground and 140,000 passengers travelled on
train which was still run by the proving
ground. The Ordnance transported
40,000 passengers. In Sandy Hook
Proving Ground’s last year of activity,
the railroad transported 351,000
passengers. Jim Pike was the railroad
engineer and he transferred from the
Sandy Hook Proving Ground to Fort
Hancock which took over railroad
operations. The steamer Ordnance had
32,000 passengers in its last year.

The railroad roundhouse stood
just outside of today's coast
guard gate.
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Administration Building

Crane hoisting a gun, c. 1910

Proof battery, c. 1910

Rodman guns being readied for testing

Fort Drum 14-inch gun being
tested at proof battery

c. 1915
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Proving Ground staff at
closing

CLOSURE OF SHPG
In 1915, as the Great War was being fought in Europe,
proofing was expanded to over 8,000 tests. On April 6, 1917 the
United States declared war on Germany. In that year, 26,000
artillery rounds were tested as well as many armor plates,
fuses, and powder.
On December 11, 1915, Col. Ruggles became post commander
and president of the Ordnance Board. As the wartime testing
increased and the preparations for war continued on the guns
of Fort Hancock, Colonel Ruggles asked for a for a new home
for the proving ground. On February 2, 1917 Col. Ruggles wrote
Chief of Ordnance Crozier that the proving ground needed
more room. Expansion of Fort Hancock was encroaching on
the beach range which was only 3,000 yards. Firing out to sea
was interrupted by fog and shipping. A week later he wrote to
Crozier again with six reasons to leave the beach:
1. Danger to personnel and property of Fort Hancock
and the Shrewsbury River
2. Limitations on testing on the restricted beach range
3. Impossibly of using planes of fire segmented by 180
degrees
4. Interference of fire to seaward by fog, haze and
shipping
5. Not available if Fort is attacked by a major naval
power
6. Expense of prosecuting work during inclement
weather because of interruptions to outside work
necessitated by severe winters.
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Col. Ruggles inspected several sites on the Chesapeake
Bay. His favorite Kent Island Maryland but the locals fought the
plan. In September 1917, the Army choses land in Aberdeen,
Maryland. On October 6, 1917 Congress appropriated funds to
establish the Aberdeen Proving Ground. APG was formally
established on March 4, 1918 with Col. Ruggles reassigned as
commanding officer. By June 30th, enough equipment and
soldiers had been reassigned to begin
testing. Although being phased out,
Sandy Hook remained in operation
with testing of guns and carriages and
transporting materials to Maryland. By
the end of 1919, the testing facility
thundered no longer and the buildings
and structures were taken over by Fort
Hancock.

Beach erosion undermining
the Instrument House
following an 1883 storm

LEGACY
Throughout 45 years of active
service, the Sandy Hook peninsula
endured many harsh winters and
coastal storms causing major
damage to buildings and equipment.
Beach erosion also impacted the
testing operations. Through all of
these adverse conditions, the Sandy
Hook Proving Ground had equipped
guns all over the world. It was
instrumental in testing most of the guns at coastal defense
forts in the United States and its possessions. It tested
experimental weapons, powders, fuses, and other important
equipment needed to protect the country from foreign
enemies.
While some of the civilian workers were left without
employment, others went on to work both at Aberdeen and
Fort Hancock. Through census records, there are several
civilian employees who followed the Army to Aberdeen,
Maryland. They include Arthur Jewell, son of the lighthouse
keeper. Arthur’s career progressed from clerk in 1900 to
photographer in 1910 to proof assistant in 1920 and finally
proof director in 1930. Arthur’s father-in-law Elbert Walling
also worked at both Sandy Hook and Aberdeen Proving
Ground. Clarence Gerdom married the lighthouse keeper’s
daughter, Grace Jewell and their family left Sandy Hook for
Maryland along with his brother Albert’s family. Clarence is
listed as a machinist in the 1900 census. In the 1940 census,
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he is a master machinist in the Ordnance shops in Aberdeen.
Through oral history interviews, the park has transcripts
with a few civilians who lived and/ or worked at the Sandy
Hook Proving Ground. Their memories can be seen read at
https://www.nps.gov/gate/learn/historyculture/wwi.htm.
Sandy Hook is today part of the National Park Service. The
peninsula is designated the Fort Hancock and Sandy Hook
Proving Ground National Historic Landmark. Of the
approximately 100 buildings and structures of the Sandy Hook
Proving Ground, there are twelve remaining. None of these
buildings are open to the public. The 1901 proof battery and
the concrete skids that were part of the gun park are the most
accessible remnants of the once mighty testing facility. They
are accessible from the northern end of the North Beach
Parking area.
,
AUTHOR S NOTE
I have both lived and worked at Sandy Hook. Now I live
several miles away but within earshot and shake of the
Aberdeen Proving Ground. The families that lived on Sandy
Hook within a mile of the proof battery encountered each day
the thunder of large guns being fired. The house that I once
lived in on Sandy Hook must have shook incredibly with each
firing. The tin ceilings in each of these buildings makes more
sense when one thinks about what the concussion of guns
would do to plaster ceilings.
Mary Rasa worked as a park ranger and museum curator at
Sandy Hook for 16 years and currently is a librarian for Harford
County public library (Maryland).
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